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Iceland Expands AIM
Team Choose M-AIS for
AIXM
Training
and
Upgrade
M-AIS are pleased that
following the successful rollout of
their upgraded AIM solution, longterm client ISAVIA have taken on
a new Data management expert
to help keep .
M-AIS continue to provide a
full service to their clients by
providing the software, services
and training for the upgrade.
eAIP
Isavia have selected APSXML
for their eAIP software, after using
our FrameAPS software for more
than 10 years for their traditional
AIP production. The ease of use
of the software alongside its
reliability through the years make
it the best choice going forward.
The experts at M-AIS who
have helped more than 20
Countries to convert to the eAIP
will be performing the conversion
for ISAVIA, making the transition
quick and easy.
AIXM Database and ADQ
As UK NATS have found over
the last 10 years, the M-AIS data
management solution offers endto-end data integrity unparalleled
by other market solutions. Isavia
are upgrading their current
database for AIP to encompass
the entire Data Chain.
The solution will allow them to
integrate their WGS-84 Surveys,
Obstacle Management, PansOps, Charting and. Of course,

eAIP. Data can be imported and
exported from the
eTOD areas have been added
to the suite to allow full end-to
end publishing of Annex 15 data
and information.

Kazakhstan
Takes
FrameMaker® and APS
Training in Edinburgh
We are pleased to welcome
Kazakhstan as the latest users of
APSXML. Now that they have
mastered other parts of the EAD it
is now the turn of the eAIP team.
Training is due to take place in
June 2015 and we look forward to
meeting them at our Edinburgh
training centre.

The FrameAPS User
Group
meet
up
in
Edinburgh

On the 2nd day we had the
opportunity to showcase the
recent new developments in the
product and let the users get
hands on time with new release
R9.

M-AIS exhibit at IFAIMA
Conference in Vietnam
M-AIS continue to Support the
Global AIM effort and will again
be joining IFAIMA at their annual
Global AIM conference. This year
the conference is in Istanbul and
we will be exhibiting at the event.

In Edinburgh last October the
EAD users of APSXML met for
the annual 2-Day User Meeting
and Workshop.
The meeting was hosted at the
M-AIS offices and was packed out
with users from all over Europe
and beyond. Navcanada attended
for the 3rd Year in a row.
Users from over 10 client
States attended and took part in
detailed discussions on the
development
of
R9
and
operational questions to the team.

Come and see us on stand in
the exhibition hall if you are
attending.
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NAV Portugal Entrust
M-AIS with Major new
eVFR Project
M-AIS and NAV PORTUGAL are
currently deep into a project to
take their VFR Manual and
convert it for use as an eVFR
Manual.
M-AIS are doing the conversion to
Structured XML content so that
Portugal can have a VFR Manual
that works similarly to the eAIP.

10 Years of M-AIS

The teams took the time to
redesign the manual for the 21st
Century and the new designs
form an integral part of the
documents production process

ISO 9001 Audit passed
with flying colours

producing an electronic
(eAIP) within the EAD.

There
are
over
25
Organisations and states using
the software with 58 client
licenses in daily use.

Upcoming Events
ISO 9001 Audit passed with
flying colours, it hardly seems like
a year since we had our 1st
certification for ISO 9001 but I am
pleased to say that after our first
full
audit
we
have
an
unconditional pass. Well done to
all the staff here at M-AIS for thier
hard work and support of the
QMS.



Latest Releases for EAD
New ASM manual in
FrameAPS through EAD
Managed AIS have been
workin
in
conjunction
with
Eurocontrol and GroupEAD to
create
a
new
Airspace
Management Guide to replace the
old CDR Catalogue document.
The new manual is a landmark
in interoperability as it uses data
directly from the EAD’s SDO to
generate the entire document.
This replaces the mainly
handwritten
version
of
the
document that was previously
available and is a real step
forward for using SWIM data in
Single
European
Sky
documentation.

AIP

November 2014 saw the
delivery of release Nine Extension
1 of the European AIS Database
(EAD) tools to AIS departments in
Europe and beyond.
New ADQ tools to help clients
meet
and
exceed
ADQ
requirements were unveiled in R9
along
Since it started operation in
2003, the EAD has become the
largest aeronautical information
store in the world, with fifty-six
countries providing data to the
system. What is less well known
is the tools available to data
providers, i.e. AIS departments.
M-AIS
provide
FrameAPSXML
system

the
for





MAIS will be Celebrating
10 years of the EAD
service provision with
EUROCONTROL on the
16th
May
2013.
M-AIS provide the eAIP
subsystem for the EAD
service and have more
than 55 client licences
and more than 25
organisations using the
software through the
EAD.
MAIS will again hold our
EAD Users day in 2015.
At our Edinburgh Offices
in October.
A special Celebration at
the Concorde Museum to
mark 10 Years of M-AIS
is planned while the
delegates are here for
the User day.

